Replacement remote control of an original remote

A replacement remote control is understood as a remote control that lets you perform the same functions of the original one without exception, even though to do so you could have to press a button other than the button you pressed on the original remote or a combination of buttons (Shift + another button) to perform a specific function. This is not a universal remote control, universal remotes generally only allows the basic functions of the device, without allowing to act on specific functions such as menu, EPG, Info, etc.

Because it is a remote that not only replaces remotes for TVs but also controls SAT, DVD, multimedia hard disks, etc., the buttons that are in the remote are also the most common. Often a DVD remote, for example, have a button with a picture that does not exist in the replacement remote, then this function is performed by a different button.

Because a remote control can have many buttons, in the replacement remoteyou will find the Shift button which allows you to double the number buttons on the remote. The most common functions are usually carried out with direct pressing (by pressing a single button), while the less common functions are usually done by pressing the Shift button and then another button. For example, if you press the red button when we you are in the teletext we will perform a function while pressing the Shift button and then the red one we get another different function. It should be noted also that the buttons like the colors on a TV have teletext navigation functions, while if the remote is programmed for a DVD these same buttons have different functions because DVDs do not have teletext.

When we programme a remote control we copy all functions and therefore you will be able to make all of them. If you do not find a functions probably it is because it will be performed by another button or combination of buttons.